
SPELLING GUIDANCE FOR PARENTS 

There is no one correct way of learning spellings, but many different methods. You need to find the 

method(s) which best suit your child. Here are listed some ideas which may work to help them 

remember different words.  Spelling is primarily a visual/motor activity and to spell correctly, they will 

usually need a visual image of the word, plus practice at writing the word to reinforce their motor 

memory. Relying on sounding out words is not always the best strategy, as many words in the English 

language are not written as they sound.  When trying to remember a word, they need to look with 

interest and the intention of remembering it. Merely copying words doesn’t always help your child to 

learn!  Your child’s motor memory is very powerful and it is very difficult to ‘unlearn’ a word they  

have been miswriting because their hand may continue to write the word incorrectly because it ‘feels 

right’.   

  

METHOD 1–Look, Cover, Say, Write, Check (LCSWC)    

 LOOK -at the word, noting any parts which are particularly difficult and SAY the word 

aloud. Close your eyes and try to ‘see’ it in the ‘mind’s eye’    

 COVER - the word and remind yourself how you will remember it.    

 WRITE -the word, saying it as you write it.    

 CHECK- word, letter for letter, to see if you have written it correctly. Pay attention to any 

mistakes.  

Rewrite the whole word correctly, to reinforce your motor memory.   

  

METHOD 2 –Reinforce the Visual Image  Break difficult words up, by using space and 

colour/highlighter, or put a box around the part of the word you find difficult or change the ‘look’ of 

the word   

e.g. bourg eoi sie     div / ide    d  - ivi  -  de   

Write the word in a coloured pen and then look up and to the left and try to visualise the word in 

your ‘mind’s eye’.   

  

METHOD 3 – Mnemonics  The word ‘mnemonic’ is from the Greek word ‘mneme’- to remember. 

A mnemonic is any technique that aids or jogs memory.  Try to link some words to images; the 

more absurd the better.   

e.g.    

 believe: Never believe a lie  

 necessary: It is necessary to have one collar and two sleeves   

  

  



METHOD 4 – Deconstruction   

Break the word down into blocks and complete the partial word several times, taking out more and 

more letters each time.   

  

e.g. bureaucracy   

_ _ _ eaucracy   

_ _ _ _ _ _ cracy   

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cy   

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   

  

  

METHOD 5 – Look at the structure / derivation of words   

Root words e.g. sign Suffixes /prefixes e.g. signal, signature.   

Derivation of words- where does the word come from   

e.g. television, tele means over a distance; visio means sight (Latin)   

  

METHOD 6- Finding words within words   

e.g. capacity:  cap - a - city  

  

METHOD 7 – Use a Dictionary   

Dictionaries are useful for when you are making minor spelling errors, but often if you can’t spell the 

beginning of the word, finding it in a dictionary may take some time.   

  

WHAT ABOUT SPELLING RULES?   

There are some rules about English spelling but they are often very complicated and there are often 

exceptions!   

A few useful rules are given below:   

When you add "all" to the beginning of a word, use one "l"    

e.g. although, also, always, almost   

  

When you add "full" to the end of a word, use one "l"    

e.g. wonderful, faithful, hateful, useful   

  



You only ever add "ly" to the end of a word, not "lly". If the word ends in "l" to start with, you finish 

up with "lly" – e.g. faithful – faithfully, careful – carefully.   

  

Words ending in "y" often change the "y" to "i" before a suffix is added    

e.g. happy – happily, funny – funniest   

  

Exceptions: where – ing is added  

e.g. worry – worrying, fly – flying   

  

Words ending in "e" often lose the "e" before a suffix that starts with a vowel                                                            

e.g. believe – believable, expense – expensive, hope – hoping     

Exceptions – some words ending in – ce or – ge keep the "e" before – ous and – able   

 e.g. notice – noticeable, courage – courageous      

  

TRY MEMORY TRICKS   

A mnemonic is a memory trick – it can be used to help you remember a difficult spelling: The 

funnier the better!   

First write out the word you want to learn.   

Check your version against the correct spelling.   

Write it out again correctly and underline the part you had a problem with.   

Now invent a mnemonic to help you remember the difficult part.   

Examples:    

It is ne ce ssary to have one collar and two socks    

Emba rra ssing has two rosy cheeks and two scarlet cheeks.   

A secretary must keep a secret.    

There is a bus in business.    

BEAU tiful – Big Elephants Are Ugly    

Never se parate a paratrooper from his parachute    

There’s a U in four and fourteen – but U can’t be forty!    

The CIA have spe cial agents    

They left t heir money to their son and heir    

A ffect is the action, Effect is the r esult    



Comp liment puts you in the limelight, compl ement adds something to make it 

enough    

RHYTHM - H as Your Two Hips Moving   

  

If you require any more advice helping your child learn their spellings at home, please do not hesitate 

to speak to either Mr Raybould. 


